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Abstract—In this paper, we propose RMDM, Random Meta-
atoms enabled Directional Misinformation, a novel system that
enables a wireless transmitter to program a transmissive meta-
surface to send misinformation towards eavesdroppers while
ensuring the correct information is received at the legitimate
receiver. To do so, we design a metasurface with angular-
dependent channel responses that alter the phase and amplitude
of the transmitted symbol in different ways along different
angular directions. We show how randomly selected groups of
meta-atoms can be reconfigured so that the symbol constellation
in the eavesdropper’s direction is randomly transformed for each
symbol. Moreover, our design includes a baseband correction,
prior to transmission, to eliminate the metasurface’s impact in
the intended user’s direction. Our experimental results show that
the eavesdropper’s error probability increases to almost 0.5 after
an angular separation of only 4◦ away from the legitimate user’s
direction, forcing the eavesdropper to be very close to correctly
intercept the information.

I. INTRODUCTION

Millimeter wave (mmWave) to sub-THz spectrum provides
plentiful bandwidth that allows unprecedented data rate and
low latency, that together, will enable new applications for
next generation 6G and beyond wireless networks [12], [20].
Because such frequency bands require directional beams to
overcome the impact of high path loss [11], [16], mmWave
and sub-THz wireless links are widely assumed to be more
secure against eavesdropping attacks than legacy sub-6 GHz
links. Unfortunately, recent studies have shown that directional
links are not immune to eavesdroppers, and novel strategies
can still enable successful interception by an attacker [15],
[24].

In this paper, we introduce RMDM, Random Meta-atom en-
abled Directional Misinformation, a novel security system that
enables Alice to send time-variant misinformation (incorrect
symbols) towards Eve provided she is sufficiently away from
Bob. The key idea behind RMDM is to couple a reconfigurable
transmissive metasurface with Alice’s Access Point (AP) such
that Alice randomly reconfigures the meta-atoms to transform
the transmitted information symbol in the directions of eaves-
droppers while ensuring that the metasurface is transparent
only in Bob’s direction. That is, Eve’s location need not be
known by Alice, but Eve must be sufficiently angularly away
from Bob. In particular, we make the following contributions.

First, we show how Alice can realize directional misinfor-
mation by designing metasurface configurations that generate
an angular-dependent transformation of the information sym-
bol such that receivers at different angular directions relative
to the metasurface receive different information symbols de-
pending on their direction. Our design consists of groups of
meta-atoms with randomly configured amplitude and phase
responses such that the scattered signals from the meta-atoms
constructively or destructively interfere at random directions,
resulting in a change on the amplitude and phase of the
information symbol that is unique for every angular direction.
Because a single static transformation could be learned by
Eve, we design RMDM to have many different configurations,
each having a unique transformation, and one of which is
randomly selected for each symbol. Next, RMDM must “undo”
the impact of the metasurface for Bob to ensure that Bob
gets the correct symbol. Hence, RMDM includes a transmitter-
side per-configuration correction element. The objective of
the correction process is to preserve the correct symbol in
Bob’s direction by adding a corrective phase and amplitude
on the information symbol prior to transmission based on the
selected metasurface response experienced at Bob’s direction.
Due to the angular-dependent property of the metasurface, the
correction only eliminates the metasurface’s impact in Bob’s
direction. In contrast, the (corrected) information symbol is
corrupted at all other eavesdropper’s directions that are angu-
lary separated from Bob.

Second, we configure RMDM using the C-shaped split ring
resonator (C-SRR) meta-atom as the building block for our
metasurfaces [14], [25]. The C-SRR meta-atom has a simple
structure that can be represented by a radius r, an opening
angle α, and an orientation angle γ. We conduct finite element
method simulations to characterize the amplitude and phase
responses available to Alice by the C-SSR at our targeted
center frequency of 150 GHz. Specifically, we simulate the
meta-atom for various values of r, α, and γ and find that phase
shifts spanning the range 0 to 2π are achievable by controlling
r and α whereas amplitude can be controlled by changing
the orientation angle γ. We show how Alice utilizes these
design choices to compose a set of configurations with random
amplitude and phase responses to confuse the eavesdropper.

Finally, We conduct over-the-air experiments using a high-



resolution time-domain-spectroscopy (TDS) system to eval-
uate RMDM. As a proof of concept, we fabricate a set of
configurations, each composed of randomly selected groups
of C-SSRs, using a rapid-prototyping metasurface fabrication
technique [10]. First, we experimentally evaluate each config-
uration’s capabilities of transforming the information in the
eavesdropper’s direction and find that Alice has full control
over Eve’s amplitude and phase. Finally, we evaluate the
security performance of RMDM by studying the Bit Error
Rate (BER) at the eavesdropper’s directions. We measure
the different metasurface configurations’ responses at angular
directions from −20◦ to 20◦ away from Bob. We use the
channel measurements to drive a trace-driven-simulation and
show that Eve’s BER with RMDM is near the ideal target of
0.5, provided that Eve is not within 4◦ of angular separation
from Bob’s. If Eve is outside this region, her location-averaged
BER is 0.464.

Thus, by transforming symbols in directions away from
Bob, RMDM has two key application scenarios: First, RMDM
provides a complimentary security enhancement for networks
already employing wireless encryption (e.g., Wi-Fi can use
AES-256 [1]), especially for the many headers and con-
trol information that are sent unencrypted and leak infor-
mation to adversaries [1]. Second, for transmitters that are
computationally-limited or energy-constrained and cannot per-
form classical encryption, an especially pressing concern at
high frequencies [3], our method provides an alternative
scheme for thwarting eavesdroppers.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II presents the design of RMDM and its main components.
Section III discusses the configuration of RMDM metasur-
faces. Section IV describes our experimental platform and the
evaluation results. Section V reviews the related work. And
Section VI concludes the paper.

II. METASURFACE ENABLED DIRECTIONAL
MISINFORMATION

In this section, we first give an introduction on the concept
of directional modulation followed by an overview of RMDM.
Next we describe how RMDM generates time-variant ran-
dom angular misinformation. We then discuss the correction
process to eliminate the impact of the metasurface in Bob’s
direction. Finally we give an example of how RMDM can
secure QAM.

A. Directional Modulation

Directional modulation (DM) provides a mechanism to
counter eavesdropping attacks by transmitting misinformation
towards directions other than the direction of the intended
receiver. As shown in Figure 1, the goal of DM is to preserve
the information symbol vector location in the I-Q space (de-
sired symbol phase and amplitude) only towards the intended
receiver’s direction. In contrast, the symbol is moved to wrong
locations in I-Q space in all other potential eavesdropper’s
directions. Ideally, the true symbol is mapped to a uniformly
random symbol among all the possible symbols, such that

Fig. 1: Directional modulation vs. beam-steering

the received symbol in the eavesdropper’s direction is equally
likely to be any of the possible symbols. Moreover, DM ideally
targets to update the transformation on the true symbol at the
symbol transmission rate. In this way, an eavesdropper cannot
know the instantaneous change of the true symbol, which leads
her to decode the received symbol in error.

RMDM integrates a reconfigurable transmissive metasurface
with the transmitter architecture to realize time-variant direc-
tional modulation. The goal of RMDM is to use the metasur-
face to change the symbol in the eavesdropper’s (unknown)
direction while ensuring that the metasurface is transparent
in the direction of the intended user. To achieve this security
feature, our solution is composed of two main parts, as shown
in Figure 2.

B. Time-Varying Random Angular Misinformation

To achieve security with RMDM, the set of configurations
that Alice uses must have two properties. First, for a fixed user
location, the configurations must provide sufficient amplitude
and phase changes to transform Eve’s symbol to a different,
wrong location in I-Q space. Second, each configuration must
have an angular-dependent response so that the response for
Bob and Eve is different.

To realize these properties, RMDM employs metasurface
configurations with randomly encoded groups of meta-atoms.
The idea is that every meta-atom will be randomly assigned
an amplitude and phase shift from the set of available shifts
that the meta-atom can produce. Because different meta-atoms
will introduce different transformations, the signals scattered
from the meta-atoms can either constructively or destructively
interfere at random directions, resulting in a metasurface with
a configurable random angular-dependent response. Accord-
ingly, users at different angular directions relative to the
metasurface will experience different responses from each
configuration. Consequently, the information symbol vector
moves to an unexpected location across the I-Q space which
leads to misinformation in the eavesdropper’s direction.

As one configuration can be learned by trial and error by
Eve, Alice must use multiple configurations with different
responses. Therefore, she pre-designs a set of configurations,
each designed independently from the others following the
random meta-atom selection procedure. This ensures that the
responses experienced from different configurations at each
location is different and depend on the randomly selected



Fig. 2: RMDM system overview

meta-atoms composing the configuration. Ideally, Alice adopts
a symbol-by-symbol random reconfiguration strategy. That is,
prior to transmission of each symbol, Alice randomly selects
one of the available configurations to create a new symbol
transformation that is not predictable by Eve.

This design approach is general and can be realized with
different types of meta-atoms. Different types of meta-atoms
have different mechanisms of generating amplitude and phase
shifts on the transmitted EM wave, e.g., by changing voltage
biases across the meta-atom or by changing the geometrical
parameters of the atom [25], [28]. Therefore, selecting a
random phase shift for each meta-atom can be realized by
randomly selecting a voltage bias or randomly selecting the
geometrical parameters of the atom. Today’s programmable
metasurfaces can realize diverse responses: for example, in
[17] up to 216 responses per meta-atom are achievable.

C. Per-Configuration Baseband Correction

Because the metasurface changes the amplitude and phase
of the transmitted symbol in all directions, it can also change
the symbol in the direction of the intended receiver Bob.
Therefore, in RMDM, to preserve the correct information
symbol in Bob’s direction, Alice modifies the information
symbol at baseband according to the metasurface response
experienced in Bob’s direction. Therefore, the metasurface
response of each configuration must be known by Alice for
the covered range of angles. For this reason, Alice conducts
a priori offline measurements to characterize the response
of each configuration prior to establishing a link with Bob.
In our model, we assume that both Bob and Eve are in
the Line of Sight (LoS) of the metasurface. For this LoS
scenario and a fixed transmitter set-up (the position and
orientation of the metasurface with respect to Alice’s antenna),
the response of each configuration is deterministic. Therefore
the measurements need to only be done once.

The information is used in a per configuration baseband
correction procedure. The objective of the procedure is to
eliminate the metasurface response in Bob’s direction by
adding a corrective gain and phase to the information symbol
at Alice’s baseband based on the metasurface response in
Bob’s direction. Due to the angular-dependent response of

the metasurface, the correction and the metasurface response
cancel each other only in Bob’s direction. In contrast, an
eavesdropper at a different angle will receive a different
symbol, i.e., misinformation, due to both the metasurface’s
response in her direction and Alice’s correction, as illustrated
in Figure 2. Our approach in RMDM can be illustrated as
follows: Let Mi(θ) = EMi

(θ) ejϕMi
(θ) denote the response

of the ith metasurface configuration at angle θ, where θ is the
angular position of the receiver relative to the metasurface,
EMi

(θ) and ϕMi
(θ) are the amplitude and phase response

due to the metasurface at location θ, respectively. The symbol
received at angle θ at discrete time k is given by:

y(k, θ) = h(k, θ) Mi(θ) x(k) + n(k), (1)

where h(k, θ) is the LoS channel gain between the metasur-
face and the receiver antenna. The transmitted information
symbol at time k is denoted by x(k) = Es(k)e

jϕs(k), where
Es and ϕs are the amplitude and phase of the information
symbol, respectively, and n(k) is Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN) samples with variance σ2. We assume that
both Bob’s angular position θB and Bob’s channel h(θB) are
estimated and known by both Alice and Bob. Moreover, we
assume that Eve’s channel h(θE) is known by Eve, but not
Alice or Bob.

Once Bob’s angle θB is known to Alice, she can securely
transmit to Bob as follows. For each symbol, she first selects
one of the pre-designed metasurface configurations uniformly
at random. Next, she adds a corrective amplitude and phase
to the information symbol based on the measured amplitude
and phase changes occur in Bob’s direction from the selected
configuration. That is, for a selected configuration with re-
sponse Mi(θ), instead of transmitting the information symbol
x(k) = Es(k)e

jϕs(k), she transmits:

x̃(k) =
x(k)

Mi(θB)

=
Es(k)

EMi(θB)
ej(ϕs(k)−ϕMi

(θB)),

(2)

where, ϕMi
(θB) and EMi

(θB) are the phase and amplitude
induced by the ith metasurface configuration in Bob’s direc-



tion. Accordingly, the received symbol at angle θ can now be
written as:

y(k, θ) = h(k, θ) M̃i(θ) x(k) + n(k), (3)

where M̃i(θ)) is the effective misinformation received at
location (θ) due both the metasurface and Alice’s modification
to correct for the metasurface response at Bob’s location.
Consequently, it can be written as:

M̃i(θ) =

{
1, θ = θB
EMi

(θ)

EMi
(θB)e

j(ϕMi
(θ)−ϕMi

(θB)), θ ̸= θB
.

We can see that in directions different than Bob’s direction
θB , Eve observes a transformation in both the amplitude and
the phase of the information symbol. Therefore, the total
misinformation Eve receives depends on how different the
selected configuration response between Bob and Eve is.

D. Threat Model

The security achieved by RMDM is attributed to the trans-
mitter’s ability to dynamically transform the symbol vector to
wrong locations across the I-Q space. Therefore the eaves-
dropper’s symbol error rate (SER) can be used as a metric to
quantify the error resulting from DM. However, SER does not
necessary capture the error in the information since multiple
bits can still be correct even if the symbol is in error. Therefore
we use the eavesdropper’s BER to evaluate the performance of
RMDM. Specifically, we consider a certain location θ secure
under a given modulation scheme, if an eavesdropper at that
location decodes the information with an average BER of
0.5 since a BER of 0.5 means that the eavesdropper can
not do better than a random guess between bit 0 and bit 1.
In our threat model, we assume that both Bob and Eve are
stationary and in the LoS of the metausrface. In addition the
receivers decode the received symbol via maximum likelihood
detection. Under maximum likelihood detection, the receiver
divides the I-Q space between the constellation points into
decision regions. The received symbol is mapped to a certain
constellation point if it falls inside the boundaries of the
corresponding decision region [18]. Thus, in our threat model,
Eve does not attempt to learn which metasurface configuration
is used (although if she does, this can be overcome by
not repeating configurations;). Moreover, we consider only a
single Eve and leave the case of multiple colluding Eves and
a strong learning Eve to future work.

To achieve BER of 0.5, Alice must change Eve’s symbol
to a uniform random distribution across the I-Q space. For
instance, to secure M-QAM, the distribution of phase shifts
available must cover the 0 to 2π range with a resolution of
2π
M , where M is the modulation order. In addition, a set of
amplitude changes similar to the amplitude levels defined by
the modulation order must be available. Thus, one symbol will
equally likely appear in the decision regions of all the other
symbols, resulting in an average BER of 0.5.
Example. Here we describe an example of how Alice can use
RMDM to secure QPSK. Using QPSK modulation, there are

TABLE I: Eve’s average BER for different symbols transmit-
ted and configurations selection.

Sent
symbol

Configuration selected (phase shift) Avg.
BER1 (0◦) 2 (90◦) 3 (180◦) 4 (270◦)

00 00: 0 01: 0.5 10: 0.5 11: 1 0.5
01 01: 0 10: 1 11: 0.5 00: 0.5 0.5
10 10: 0 11: 0.5 00: 0.5 01: 1 0.5
11 11: 0 00: 1 01: 0.5 10: 0.5 0.5

4 symbols that Alice can transmit. Each symbol represents
one of the 4 possible bits combinations; 00, 01, 10, and
11. Under maximum likelihood, the decision region of each
symbol is one of the 4 quadrants of the I-Q space. Hence,
Alice needs to design a set of configurations that can move
each symbol to the other 3 quadrants. For instance let the
set of configurations have the following effective phase shifts
at Eve’s location: {90◦, 180◦, 270◦}. In addition she can also
switch the metasurface off, to realize a 0◦ phase shift. For
each symbol transmitted Alice selects one of these 4 shifts
uniformly at random. i.e., she selects one of the configurations
with probability 1/4. Consequently, each symbol will equally
likely appear in all 4 quadrants and is equally likely be de-
coded into the 4 possible bits combination. Table I shows Eve’s
estimation and the corresponding BER for the 16 different
combinations of sent symbols and selected configurations.
Moreover, the last column shows the average BER of each
symbol. Notice that the resultant average BER of each symbol
is 0.5. Moreover, Assuming that each information symbol is
equally likely to be transmitted by Alice, then the average bit
error probability at Eve reaches 0.5. Similarly, this analysis
can be applied to any QAM or PSK modulation order.

III. CONFIGURING RMDM

In this section we describe the process of designing meta-
surface configurations with groups of random meta-atoms. We
first introduce the meta-atom structure we used to build the
metasurface. Next, we describe the design steps that Alice
follows to construct each configuration.

A. Meta-atom Structure

Meta-atoms can be realized with different structures and
sizes depending on the targeted functionality and frequency
of operation. Here, we adopt the C-SRR meta-atom, shown in
Figure 3(a), as a building block for the metasurface. Although
it has a simple structure, the C-SRR has a strong response to
high frequencies and it has been used in many applications
for mmwave and sub-THz frequencies [30]. Specifically ,
Alice can simultaneously control both the phase and amplitude
of the transmitted wave by changing the geometry and the
orientation of the C-SRR. The phase response of the meta-
atom can be controlled by changing its radius r and its opening
angle α, while the amplitude response can be adjusted by
controlling the orientation angle γ [14], [30]. Provided by
these design options, Alice can construct complex metasurface
configurations with various responses to transform both the
phase and amplitude of the EM signal in Eve’s direction.



(a) Schematic of the C-
SRR

(b) Phase shifts

Fig. 3: C-SRR meta-atom and corresponding phase shifts

In order to characterize the phase and amplitude response
of the C-SRR for a targeted frequency, Alice runs numerical
simulations that compute the electric field response of the
meta-atom for a set of geometrical parameters. For example,
Figure 3(b) illustrates the phase response of the C-SRR meta-
atom for a range of r and α values and for a fixed γ. The
simulation is done in frequency domain using the commercial
software COMSOL MultiPhysics for a wavelength λ = 2
mm (frequency f = 150 GHz). As can be seen from the
figure, phase shift values spanning the range from 0 to π are
achievable, allowing Alice a range of options to corrupt the
phase of the symbol at Eve’s direction. We note that the C-SRR
can manipulate both the cross and co-polarized transmitted
signals. However, here we focus on the former case due to the
greater degrees of freedom that can be achieved [14].

B. RMDM Design Procedure

Here we apply RMDM to design a set of static metasurface
configurations with random phase profiles. Figure 4 shows the
steps followed to design each of the configurations. First, the
metasurface is divided into a periodic square grid with sub-
wavelength period l, in which a single meta-atom is positioned
in each l × l cell.

Fig. 4: Design steps of a random metasurface configuration

According to RMDM, for each cell, one phase shift value,
and the corresponding C-SRR parameters r and α, are ran-
domly selected from the available phase shift values provided
by the phase map shown in Figure 3(b). However, placing
meta-atoms with random sizes near each other may change the
actual phase shift produced by each individual element [9].
This is due to the fact that the effective phase shift provided
by each meta-atom is a result of both the resonance of each

element along with the near-field coupling from neighboring
elements. Therefore, placing meta-atoms with neighboring
elements of different sizes can change the near-field coupling
and accordingly the effective phase produced by each atom.

Hence, to minimize the error in the phase shift produced by
each atom, instead of randomly selecting a phase shift value
for each cell, one phase shift value is selected for a group
of neighboring cells. That is, in step 2, first, each s× s cells
are grouped into one group, where s denotes the group size.
Next, one amplitude and phase shift value is randomly selected
for each group, in contrast to each cell. Finally, in step 3 the
metasurface configuration is built from meta-atoms with the
corresponding r and α values obtained from the phase map.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In practice, programmable C-SRR Meta-atoms have been
fabricated via CMOS switches that can be shorted and opened
to realize different combinations of the geometrical parameters
(α and γ) to yield a range of phase and amplitude responses
[25]. Specifically, in [25], 86 unique responses, corresponding
to combinations of phase and amplitude changes are achieved
per meta-atom. Moreover, real-time reconfiguration at giga-
hertz speed is also provided to yield sufficient symbol-rate
switching for our purposes. Nonetheless, here, as a proof
of concept, we utilize an easy-to-fabricate method to emu-
late a programmable metasurface with a sequence of static
metasurface configurations. In this section, we first describe
the metasurface fabrication technique and experimental set-
up. Next, we present results from over-the-air experiments to
evaluate the performance of RMDM.

A. Metasurface Fabrication

We employ the hot stamping technique, first introduced in
[10], to fabricate the metasurface configurations. This inexpen-
sive and rapid technique allow us to fabricate a set of different
configurations such that we emulate a programmable meta-
surface that can be reconfigured into different configurations.
To fabricate each configuration, first, the desired configuration
pattern obtained from step 3 of the design procedure discussed
in Section III-B is printed using a toner-based laser office
printer. The pattern is printed on commercial glossy paper
(Hammermill Papers) which we measured to have a refractive
index of 1.8. Next, we place a thin aluminium-based foil sheet
(iCraft Deco foil) that has a thickness of 40 µm on top of the
printed pattern and the pair of sheets are passed through a
laminator. Due to the high temperature of the laminator, the
metallic powder of the foil is bonded with the toner, resulting
in a metal pattern on top of the paper substrate. A picture of
one fabricated configuration is shown in Figure 5.

B. Experimental Set-up

We use the TeraMetrix T-Ray 5000 TDS-THz system [8] to
conduct our measurements. The system generates a picosecond
time-domain THz pulse that is transmitted and received by
two fiber-coupled sensor heads acting as a transmitter and
a receiver as shown in Figure 5. The transmission power



is less than a micro-watt over the entire spectrum. Thus,
with the extremely low transmit power, the maximum range
is subsequently limited, and we set distances in our setup
accordingly. A metal frame is used to mount the fabricated
metasurfaces and they are positioned at a fixed distance 15
cm away from the transmitter. The metal frame and the
transmitter are aligned such that the transmitted beam has
normal incidence on the metasurface. The receiver is placed
at a fixed distance of 45 cm in the LoS of the metasurface and
can freely rotate to realize a range of angular directions.

Fig. 5: Experimental setup used to evaluate the metasurfaces
response in Eve’s direction

C. Misinformation at Eve After Correcting for Bob

Here, we evaluate the effective symbol transformation at
Eve due both the metasurface response and Alice’s correction
for the metasurface at Bob. Ideally, RMDM creates a random
effective metasurface response at Eve for each configuration
(to be changed per symbol), such that each symbol received by
Eve is transformed to a random constellation point. In order to
secure QAM, Alice needs to change both amplitude and phase
at Eve, hence we analyze both amplitude and phase responses
of the configurations at Eve’s location. While RMDM ideally
includes a large set of configurations that Alice uses to
transform Eve’s symbol, here as an example, we evaluate a set
of 16 different metasurface configurations designed following
the procedure discussed in Section III-B for a center frequency
of 150 GHz. In particular, each metasurface is divided into a
grid of 150×150 equally sized square cells. The length of the
side of the cell l is chosen to be λ/3 = 667 µm. The group size
s is chosen to be 5 such that each 5 × 5 positions compose
one group with atoms sharing the same C-SRR parameters.
For each group, a pair of C-SRR parameters (α, r) is selected
from the available values shown in the phase map shown in
Figure 3(b). Recall that one pair (α, r) results in one phase
and amplitude response. Next, the overall design is printed
and fabricated following the hot stamping technique discussed
above. We set Bob’s location to have angle θB = 0◦ and Eve’s
location is angularly offset to θE = 8◦.

For each configuration, we measure the time signal at both
Bob’s and Eve’s locations. The complex channel information,
that is, both the phase and amplitude response for the targeted
150 GHz center frequency is extracted by performing fast-
Fourier transform on the time signal. The process is repeated

for all 16 metasurfaces. In order to decouple the channel
response due to the metasurface from the static LoS channel, a
reference signal is collected for the two locations without the
metasurface. The collected measurements for the metasurfaces
are normalized with respect to the channel information of the
reference signal.

Furthermore, as discussed in II-C, since Alice corrects the
basedband symbol according to the response at Bob’s direc-
tion, the final effective symbol transformation seen at Eve is
the ratio between the response at her location and the response
at Bob’s predetermined direction. Therefore, To evaluate the
final response seen at Eve’ location, for each configuration,
the complex channel response measured at Eve’s direction is
divided by the value measured at Bob’s direction.

(a) Effective amplitude gains of the 16 tested configurations

(b) Effective phase shifts of the 16 tested configurations

Fig. 6: Effective channel responses at θE = 8◦

The amplitude results are shown in Figure 6(a). The config-
urations are ranked according to the amplitude change induced
by the configurations. As the values represent the ratio between
the amplitude change at Bob’s and Eve’s locations, a value of
1 represents the same amplitude response at both locations.

Observe from the figure that different configurations have
different effective amplitude changes between Eve and Bob.
That is, even after correcting to cancel the metasurface
response at Bob’s location, Eve still experiences different
amplitude changes across the configurations. The reason for
this is twofold: First, as described in Section II-B, the config-
urations designed by RMDM have angular-dependent channel
response. Thus, there is a difference between Bob and Eve’s
gain and phase even with the same configuration. Second,
RMDM ensures that this difference in response varies across
the different configurations because RMDM generates the
configurations with random profiles, with each configuration
generated independently from the others. Therefore, the 16
tested configurations create a range of effective amplitude
changes ranging from 0.3 and up to 7. This behavior is critical
for securing amplitude modulation schemes. Specifically, with
this distribution, Alice can change the amplitude of a symbol



at Eve’s location into different levels based on the modulation
order used.

Figure 6(b) shows the phase responses of the configurations
with the same ranking shown in Figure 6(a). The values
represent the difference between phase responses at Bob’s and
Eve’s location after Alice’s correction. Therefore, 0◦ indicates
that Bob and Eve experience the same phase shift as a result
of using the metasurface configuration. Observe that even after
the correction for the metasurface response at Bob’s location,
the random structures of the configurations result in different
phase shifts added to the phase of the referenced signal.
Moreover, the distribution of the effective phase shifts at Eve is
spread across the 4 quadrants, covering the total constellation
region from 0 to 2π.

Under the threat model presented in Section II-D, to secure
a particular modulation order, Alice needs to be able to move
each information symbol into all the decision regions of the
other symbols at Eve. Hence for QAM and PSK schemes,
the distribution of phase shifts at Eve’s location must cover
the 0 to 2π range, with a resolution that depends on the
modulation order. For instance, Alice can use the above 16
tested configurations to secure 4-QPSK since she can move
an information symbol at Eve to all four quadrants with
multiple options in each quadrant. Note that while the 16
tested configurations can be used for QPSK, higher modulation
orders will require Alice to generate more configurations to
satisfy the resolution requirement as discussed in Section II-D.

Findings: RMDM ensures that even after correcting for
Bob’s direction, different configurations result in different
channel responses at Eve’s location compared to Bob’s. In
particular, RMDM provides multiple amplitude levels for Alice
to change the symbol amplitude at Eve’s location relative to
Bob. Moreover, RMDM can generate relative phase shifts that
cover 0 to 2π. Accordingly, Alice can use RMDM to both
ensuring that Bob receives the correct symbol, while simulta-
neously ensuring that each configuration shifts Eve’s response
sufficiently to represent a different received symbol according
to the modulation order and number of configurations.

D. BER Evaluation
Here, we study the security performance of RMDM by

evaluating the BER of potential eavesdroppers at angular
positions different than Bob. We consider that Eve determines
the received signal by mapping the received gain and phase
to the nearest constellation point via maximum likelihood
detection [18]. We compare the performance of RMDM with
the performance of a conventional beam steered towards Bob.

We use the same setup from the previous experiment shown
in Figure 5. The distance between the transmitter and the
receiver is 60 cm. A range of potential Eve’s locations from
−20◦ to 20◦ with a step size of 2◦ is considered. Bob’s
location is fixed at 0◦. To study BER, we first measure the
channel information of the metasurfaces at Eve’s locations.
Next, the measured channel information is used in a simulation
of a pseudo-random symbol stream modulated at Alice and
received and demodulated at Bob’s and Eve’s locations. The

modulation order for the simulation is chosen based on Bob’s
measured SNR. That is, we select the modulation order such
that Bob’s BER does not exceed 10−4. Moreover, the BER is
calculated at each location as the ratio of the number of error
bits to total bits.

First, as a baseline without the metasurface, we analyze the
case of conventional beam steering towards Bob. Here, the
transmitter shown in Figure 5 is aligned to achieve maximum
gain towards Bob, located at 0◦ and the signal and noise power
is measured at each location to characterize the beam directed
towards Bob.

BER with and without RMDM: Next, we use the meta-
surface channel measurements to evaluate RMDM. Since the
TDS platform used is incapable of transmitting modulated
data, we use the channel measurements in a numerical evalua-
tion to simulate PSK transmission between Alice and Bob.
Specifically, a stream of 104 random 256-PSK symbols is
generated at the transmitter. As described in Section II-C,
Alice reconfigures the metasurface at the symbol transmission
speed; therefore, for every symbol, one configuration from
the available tested configurations is uniformly selected at
random. The symbol is then modified based on the selected
configuration’s response measured at Bob’s location. Next, for
each Eve’s location, the metasurface’s response measured at
the location is added to the modified symbol. Finally, white
Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance equal to the noise
power measured at the receiver location is added. This ensures
that our measurement-based simulation is based on the signal
and noise power measured at the receiver.

The same symbol stream is used for the conventional
beamsteering case. However, in this case, only Gaussian noise
is added to the transmitted symbol since no metasurface is
used. At the receiver, the symbols are decoded and mapped
to a set of binary bits following binary bit mapping. Finally,
upon receiving the entire stream, the BER at each location is
calculated as the ratio of the number of error bits to total bits.

The BER results are shown in Figure 7. We make the
following observations: First, for conventional beamsteering,
in the vicinity of Bob, the curve is flat and is near zero
BER, indicating that Eve does nearly as well as Bob if she
is within approximately ±5◦ of him. Moreover, even beyond
this flat region, Eve’s BER only slowly increases as her
location becomes angularly farther away from Bob. This is
because without the metasurface, Eve’s BER depends solely
on her SNR. Thus, since Eve’s SNR decreases as her location
becomes angularly farther from Bob, her BER increases.

In contrast, as targeted by Alice and Bob, with RMDM,
Eve’s BER sharply increases when she is located angularly
away from Bob. For example, with RMDM, Eve’s BER in-
creases to greater than 0.3, only 2◦ away from Bob’s location.
On the other hand, with conventional beamsteering, Eve needs
to be as far as 18◦ away from Bob for her BER to be greater
than 0.3. The reason is that the dominant source of Eve’s error
in this case is the amplitude and phase change added to the
symbol by the metasurface. Therefore, Eve’s BER increase is



Fig. 7: BER for different Eve locations for Bob at θB = 0◦

dominated by the amplitude and phase transformations due to
the metasurface rather than by Eve’s reduced signal strength
due to not being in the direction of the strongest signal.

Second, with RMDM, the BER at Eve’s locations with 4◦

or greater angular separation fluctuates near Alice’s targeted
maximum value of 0.5, with an average value of 0.464 across
Eve’s locations. In contrast, with conventional beamsteering,
the average value across Eve’s locations is only 0.192. Note
that the highest BER value achieved without the metausrface
is 0.434, observed at the furthest Eve’s location with 20◦

separation from Bob. Since without the metasurface, Eve’s
BER depends only on her SNR, she must be far away from
Bob for her BER to reach 0.5. Whereas with RMDM, a BER
of 0.497 can be realized at an angular separation of only 8◦.

Finally, recall that under the conditions presented in the
model of Section II-D, Alice can increase the BER at a
particular location for Eve up to the theoretical maximum
value of 0.5 by generating 256 configurations with phases that
correspond to the possible 256 PSK symbols. Nonetheless,
since the configurations generated by RMDM are randomly
scattered across the I-Q space and for this high modulation
order, Alice can still achieve high average BER value across
Eve’s locations using only 16 configurations.

Findings: Under conventional beamsteering, given Eve’s
high SNR values, Eve’s BER is near zero within ±5◦ of Bob
and it increases slowly as she is farther away from Bob’s
location, with an average value of 0.196, averaged over angles
from −20◦ to +20◦. Only when Eve is very far away from
Bob and hence has very low SNR can Eve’s BER increase
to near 0.5. In contrast, with RMDM, Eve’s BER increases
towards near 0.5 after only 4◦ angular separation from Bob’s
location, with an average value of 0.464 across the considered
Eve’s locations, thus forcing Eve to be extremely close to
Bob for a successful attack. Moreover, although the theoretical
conditions to guarantee an average BER of 0.5 are not met
here, the experiment shows that Alice can increase Eve’s BER
to very close to 0.5, with far fewer configurations than what
the model requires, potentially enabling simpler designs of
RMDM in practice.

V. PRIOR WORK

DM Implementation with Antenna Arrays. Phased array
DM (first proposed in [6]) was experimentally demonstrated
in [7]: By switching the phase shifts of the antenna elements,
the desired symbol can be created at a particular direction
with minimum BER, while the BER is maximized at the un-
intended directions. DM has also been implemented with time
modulated arrays (TMAs) [19]. in which the radiation pattern
of the antenna array is changed with time to enforce dynamic
spectrum aliasing at directions other than the direction of the
intended receiver.

In comparison with the above antenna-based schemes, in
this work, we propose a reconfigurable metasurface-based
method to realize DM. In our scheme, the directional links
are created via an Alice-controlled metasurface comprising a
large 2-D array of meta-atoms. Our approach can be used
with existing transmitter architectures regardless of the type
or number of antennas used.

Thus, RMDM can be implemented with a phased array
transmitter and achieve secure links without imposing a
trade-off between beamforming gain and security. In con-
trast, antenna array based DM techniques usually sacrifice
beamforming gain to achieve randomness at eavesdroppers
directions. Thus RMDM is suitable for mmWave and sub-
THz frequencies links, in which beamforming gain is very
important. In addition, the sub-wavelength size of meta-atoms
allows higher resolution phase and amplitude control per unit
area compared to a phased array. As a result, greater variation
of amplitude and phase can be achieved at the eavesdropper’s
direction with a metasurface compared to a phased array.

Security with Metasurfaces. Recent work studied the
theoretical features of Intelligent Reflective Surfaces (IRS)-
based physical layer security, including an IRS-based artifi-
cial noise scheme [5] and positional modulation (PM) [29];
see also [2] and the references therein. Other works have
studied potential security concerns when an attacker is using
a malicious IRS [4], [26]. Although these works present an
early analysis on IRS potential contribution to physical layer
security, no implementation or experimental evaluation has
been introduced.

Lastly, few works provide experimental evaluation of con-
figurable surfaces for security applications. For example, in
[22], the authors propose an IRS-based physical layer key
generation system to generate secure keys in static propagation
environments. In addition, in [23] a countermeasure against ad-
versarial wireless sensing is proposed. Likewise, an adversarial
metasurfaces that enables eavesdropping on highly directional
sub-THz links was introduced in [21]. Recent related work im-
plemented directional modulation with reflective metasurfaces
for sub-6 GHz bands [13], [27]. In contrast, in this paper,
we present the first design and experimental evaluation of di-
rectional modulation at sub-THz frequencies. Our transmissive
metasurface has a low profile of 10cm×10cm, which makes it
practical to be coupled with mmWave and sub-THz transmitter
architectures. In addition, we show how modulation orders



(both amplitude modulation and phase modulation schemes)
with high orders can be secured. This is due to the fact
that the C-SRR have high-resolution phase and amplitude
manipulation capabilities, allowing Alice to generate a secure
set of configurations for any modulation scheme.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents RMDM, a novel security system that
enables the transmitter Alice to send time-variant directional
misinformation in the eavesdropper’s direction using a trans-
missive metasurface while ensuring that the legitimate user is
receiving the correct information. We demonstrated how Alice
can randomly reconfigure the meta-atoms of the metasurface
to transform both the amplitude and the phase of each in-
formation symbol to a random value in Eve’s direction. We
further showed how Alice can modify her baseband signal to
make the metasurface transparent in Bob’s direction while still
transmitting misinformation to Eve. Our experimental findings
show that RMDM increases Eve’s BER to near 0.5 at all
directions beyond 4◦ angular separation from Bob, forcing her
to be very close to Bob to intercept the information. In future
work, we plan to implement RMDM using programmable C-
SRR meta-atoms, e.g., via the CMOS architecture in [25].
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